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PREFACE 

The papers of these proceedings were presented at the International Symposium 

of IBM Germany on Database Systems of the 90s, held November 5-7, 1990 at 

Berlin. 

The aim of IBM Germany's scientific symposium series is to strengthen and im- 

prove the scientific communication between academia and industry by covering 

subjects related to the fields of computer science and application, both from an 

academic and from an industry point of view. At IBM Germany we are all ex- 

tremely happy that the political changes in the Eastern World allowed us to 

choose a conference site in East Germany for the first time in the long history of 

this series. Doing so - and inviting some 50 East German scientists to attend - 

we wanted again to demonstrate that we are determined to fully integrate this 

part of Germany and our fellow scientists working there into our scientific activ- 

ities. 

The evolution of database system technology in the 80s was characterized by 

Relational database products penetrating and driving the computer market 

on all levels - personal computers, powerful workstations and mainframes - 

with relatively stable functionality and user interfaces, and product evolution 

concentrating on performance and distribution 

A large portion of database research concentrating on enhancing the model- 

ling power of the (relational) data model towards more complex objects than 

just those easily representable by "flat tuples and tables", to cope with so- 

called non-standard applications (in office, engineering, and science); from 

there, identifying and tackling related problems such as transaction manage- 

ment, (time) versioning, extensibility, workstation-server cooperative proces- 

sing, etc. 

Rich research on the more classical architectural, algorithmic and perform- 

ance issues of relational database systems with topics like high transaction 

load, distribution, hardware support, etc. 



IV 

At the change of the decade, the question is obvious: What will be the dominating 

driving forces, activities and evolutions in the database systems scene of the 90s, 

in research, ad-tech, products, and applications? This, coupled with the observa- 

tion that it has been already 15 years that IBM Germany devoted one of its 

scientific symposia to database systems, motivated us to organize this conference. 

The scope of the conference and its 14 invited papers address 

• requirements and demands, 

• user aspects, 

• architectural and system aspects for novel applications, 

• and system and implementation aspects 

of database systems. This cannot - of course - exhaust the myriad of interesting 

and important issues facing the database community at present. We had to be 

selective, and the preference was naturally influenced by the database research 

which has been conducted during the past t5 years at IBM Germany's Heidel- 

berg Scientific Center with quite some effect on the evolution of relational data- 

base technology for non-standard applications. 

The keynote paper of the conference gives a historical account of the evolution 

of database technology for the classical application area of enterprise information 

systems (with heavy demands for performance under high transaction load) and 

projects the demands and the evolution into the 90s. 

Session 2 deals with the demands and driving forces of "non-standard" applica- 

tions in office, engineering, and science, and very specifically with those of mul- 

ti-media complex objects. Another driving force - particularly for database system 

products, but to some extent also for database research - comes from standardi- 

zation efforts. 

Session 3 deals with two classes of database system users and their language re- 

quirements: application programmers, who need a combination of programming 

and data definRion/manipulation languages, and end users, who need an on-line, 

interactive query language to formulate and execute ad-hoc queries. 

The selection of papers in session 4, dealing with database system and architec- 

ture concepts as requested by novel applications, is perhaps the one most biased 



by the research interests of the Heidelberg Scientific Center. Evolution of data 

models, concepts and perspectives of object oriented database systems, deductive 

database rule languages, exfensibility, and data replication (e.g., for performance 

and reliability, particularly in distributed and cooperative database systems) are 

felt to be of great importance for the future of database systems and applications, 

and they are more or less touched by our own research. 

Session 5 on system and implementation aspects covers just three of the many 

topics which we felt will have significant impact on database systems in the 90s. 

Distributed and cooperative database management is dictated by many classical 

and n°n'standard applications. Also, performance and reliability will remain in 

the focus of usable systems (there are hardly any other computer applications 

having higher performance and reliability demands than enterprise information 

systems based on database systems). And finally, the impact of hardware on 

systems architecture, performance and user behaviour is one of the most obvious 

questions which has always been posed in the context of database systems, and 

always will. 

The symposium concluded with a panel discussion, dwelling on the speculative 

question "Quo Vadis DBMS?". 

All papers have been invited. And although the symposium is sponsored by IBM 

Germany, the selection of topics reflects the editor's personal judgement of their 

significance and not IBM's. Similarly, the contents of the papers express the 

authors' own personal opinions. 

The authors were explicitly invited not to contribute original research papers but 

rather to give an account - in the light of their own research - on where database 

technology (products, research, applications) in their respective subject area 

stands at the change of the decade, what the present highlights of research are 

and - as a consequence - what is likely to happen in the 90s. I am very grateful 

that all authors spontaneously agreed with the idea of the conference and with 

the nature of the contributions, which sometimes forced them to be speculative - 

a behaviour which scientists usually don't like - and which caused for most of 

them much more effort and time to write the paper than i f  they had just reported 

about their latest research. 



VI 

The symposium was sponsored by IBM Germany and organized by its Scientific 

Relations Department. I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to 

the sponsor and organizers (in particular to Dr. H. Statz, Dr. W.-D. Oberhoff, 

and Mrs. I. Kn6del), to the authors, lecturers, panelists, and session chairpersons, 

and to the many contributors within and outside of IBM (in particular to Dr. 

K. K/ispert, the manager of the Advanced Information Management Research 

Department of the IBM Scientific Center at Heidelberg and to his research staff) 

who gave me their advice and assistance in preparing, organizing, and running 

the symposium, and also in reading and commenting on the papers. 

As another "first", this symposium will be recorded on tape by EuroPACE, the 

European Program of Advanced Continuing Education at Paris. The tapes will 

be distributed via the EuroPACE Network or mail to the EuroPACE Member 

Organizations and to requesting universities in the former German Democratic 

Republic. My thanks go to the management and to the staff of EuroPACE (in 

particular to Tage E. Frisk, President and General Manager of EuroPACE, and 

to S6ren Nipper, Project Manager) as well as to the camera team from Media- 

Design Stuttgart. 

Last but not least my cordial thanks go to Springer-Verlag in Heidelberg (in 

particular to Dr. H. W6ssner) for rather spontaneously agreeing to publish the 

proceedings in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science series, and for producing 

the volume in the obviously unavoidable last minute hurry, but nevertheless in 

the well known, outstanding Springer quality. 

Heidelberg, October 1990 A. Blaser 
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